
The screen protector that combines high resistance and privacy.

Private Range: Offers essential high resistance protection for your screen while
ensuring the protection of your privacy.

Tailor-made protection
Perfectly suited to effectively protect the screen of your mobile device. Tailored cutouts
for front camera or speaker.

Ultra-resistant 9H + technology
Probably the most durable screen protector after diamonds. Exclusive design that
combines the best materials, treatments and coatings to guarantee the highest level of
resistance to scratches, pressure and impact.

Optimal user comfort
Pleasant touch and perfect transparency to take full advantage of the fluidity of the
original touch and the quality of the colors. Optimized fineness from 0.25 to 0.33 mm
and high clarity index for maximum discretion.

Finishes designed for use
Anti-fingerprint oleophobic treatment and anti-explosion design which avoids dangerous
fragments and makes it easy to remove.

Easy, no-miss installation
Exclusive installation kit dedicated for each mobile for a simple, fast and bubble-free
installation.

Lifetime warranty

Flat Screen protector Shape

Color : Transparent

Feature(s) : Lifetime Warranty -
Tempered glass - Flat - Private

Material : Tempered glass

Ref : FGEVOIP5PRIV

EAN : 3571211365716

Pack contents : 1 Lifetime
Warranty screen protector + 1
Cleaning kit + 1 Antistatic adhesive
+ 1 dedicated exclusive
Biodegradable Installation kit

iPhone 5/5S/SE Flat Private Screen protector - Lifetime
Warranty Force Glass

Descriptif produit
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How the lifetime warranty works
Thanks to the lifetime warranty, Force Glass replaces your screen protector with a simple replacement by
new in case it gets damaged.
To benefit from the lifetime warranty, all you need to do is create an account in a few clicks and register
your product on the site https://force-mobility.fr/en/user-garantie, within 30 days of your purchase, with your
purchase proof. 
The Force service sends you a new product in exchange for your defective or broken product. Once a year
and with no time limit so that your mobile is always perfectly protected!

FORCE GLASS: The high resistance screen protection Lifetime warranty Brand
• Accessories designed to protect and last a long time.
• Technological innovation to serve the performance
• A timeless design to enhance premium smartphones
• A lifetime warranty to satisfy the most demanding customers
• Eco-designed packaging fully recyclable : Cardboard (certified from responsible forest management), glue
(vegetable) and ink (soya)
• A recycling center with the pre-paid return of old products to be recycled to promote the circular economy

Force Glass is a French brand whose products are designed and developed in Paris.
French specialist in smartphone protection solutions for 25 years, our products are tested and certified
according to the standards and directives in force on the market.
As of its delivery, this product benefits from the legal guarantee of conformity of 2 years.

How does the Recyclerie work?
You have just purchased one of our products and you wish to return your old product to us for recycling.
We ensure the collection of all old products, which are then dismantled and recycled in the appropriate
sector by our partner Véolia.

How do I return my product?
Thanks to the QR code or link provided in the pack of the purchased product, download a prepaid return
on our website to send us your product to be recycled.

What happens to my old product?
Once recycled, your product is reintegrated into the production of everyday objects such as: bicycles,
radiators, public benches, etc., this is called the circular economy!

What is my product's Green Act rating?
Green Act has been designed to help you make a more responsible choice in favor of the environment
when buying an accessory for your mobile. Each product is rated on more than 70 criteria evaluating its
environmental, social and ethical impact as well as its performance in use. Find out how the environmental
impact of our products is calculated at www.thegreenact.org.
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Informations complémentaires

Compatible mobiles
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